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abyss A deep or seemingly bottomless chasm.
The abyss between the two nations.

alto The lowest female singing voice contralto.
Alto clarinet or recorder.

baritone A part written for a baritone voice.
Baritone oboe.

below See below.
I ll go below and fix us a drink.

beneath Extending or directly underneath something.
Upper layers can be removed to reveal internal parts beneath.

contralto A woman singer having a contralto voice.
She sang in a high contralto.

depressed (of a person) in a state of unhappiness or despondency.
Depressed by the loss of his job.

descant Sing in descant.
His descant of deprivation.

descend Be a blood relative of (a specified ancestor.
John Dalrymple was descended from an ancient Ayrshire family.

descending Moving down a scale of quality.
The categories are listed in descending order of usefulness.

descent The kinship relation between an individual and the individual’s progenitors.
His descents on the manager of any shop he took a fancy to visit.

down Bring down or defeat an opponent.
The sun started to go down.

downcast (of a person’s eyes) looking downwards.
Her modestly downcast eyes.

downdraft A strong downward air current.
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downswing A swing downward of a golf club.
Your body must not sway to the left during the downswing.

downward Moving or leading towards a lower place or level.
Prices plunged downward.

droop An act or instance of drooping a limp or weary attitude.
The exhausted droop of her shoulders.

drop
A section of theatrical scenery lowered from the flies a drop cloth or drop
curtain.
A significant drop in consumer spending.

falling Coming down freely under the influence of gravity.
Falling rain.

improbably Not easy to believe.
Everyone in the film is improbably gorgeous.

incredibly Used to introduce a statement that is hard to believe; strangely.
Incredibly she survived the crash.

nether Located below or beneath something else.
The ballast is suspended from its nether end.

sinuosity A bend, especially in a stream or road.
He hated the sinuosity of mountain roads.

soprano A part written for a soprano voice.
A piece composed for soprano flute and continuo.

subculture
A social group within a national culture that has distinctive patterns of
behavior and beliefs.
In what ways does the social environment predispose certain individuals to
join delinquent subcultures.

tenor
A singing voice between baritone and alto or countertenor the highest of the
ordinary adult male range.
He had a good tenor voice.

under Under water.
The under parts of a machine.

underneath Situated directly below something else.
A crane lifted slabs of concrete to rescue people trapped underneath.

underside The bottom or lower side or surface of something.
The butterfly s wings have a mottled brown pattern on the underside.

vertically In a way that involves different levels or stages of a hierarchy or process.
Vertically stacked books.
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